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Understanding the magnetism and its possible correlations to the topological properties has
emerged as a forefront and difficult topic in studying magnetic Weyl semimetals. Co3Sn2S2 is a
newly discovered magnetic Weyl semimetal with a kagome lattice of cobalt ions and has triggered
intense interest for rich fantastic phenomena. Here, we report the magnetic exchange couplings of
Co3Sn2S2 using inelastic neutron scattering and two density functional theory (DFT) based meth-
ods: constrained magnetism and multiple-scattering Green’s function methods. Co3Sn2S2 exhibits
highly anisotropic magnon dispersions and linewidths below TC , and paramagnetic excitations above
TC . The spin-wave spectra in the ferromagnetic ground state is well described by the dominant third-
neighbor “across-hexagon” Jd model. Our density functional theory calculations reveal that both
the symmetry-allowed 120◦ antiferromagnetic orders support Weyl points in the intermediate tem-
perature region, with distinct numbers and the locations of Weyl points. Our study highlights the
important role Co3Sn2S2 can play in advancing our understanding of kagome physics and exploring
the interplay between magnetism and band topology.

The kagome lattice has attracted considerable inter-
est since it can host new exotic magnetic and elec-
tronic states such as spin liquids[1, 2] and topologi-
cal Dirac/Weyl fermions[2–4]. Determination of the ex-
change couplings that control the magnetic phases is key
to understanding these exotic states. While initial under-
standing of kagome magnetism is based on the isotropic
nearest-neighbor (NN) exchange coupling[5, 6], recent re-
search reveals a necessary requirement of considering the
further-neighbor interactions[7–9]. The kagome lattice
with interactions beyond NN couplings tends to result
in a very rich magnetic phase diagrams based on the-
oretical predictions [9–12]. However, the experimental
realizations of such materials are rare. Two interesting
examples are haydeeite MgCu3(OH)6Cl2[8, 10, 13] and
Kapellasite ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2[8, 13–15], where the third-
neighbor interaction competes with the NN one. Dom-
inant third-neighbor exchange “J3” was discovered in
antiferromagnetic (AFM) BaCu3V2O8(OD)2 [16] along
with a very weak third-neighbor “across-hexagon” Jd.
Identifying new magnetic kagome materials with signif-
icant further-neighbor interaction is therefore of great
interest to advance the field of kagome physics and to
explore the emergent phenomena in such materials.

The discovery of new magnetic Weyl semimetal
Co3Sn2S2 with a kagome lattice of cobalt ions has trig-
gered tremendous interest to explore fantastic phenom-
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ena and underlying physics.[4, 17–20] Co3Sn2S2 exhibits
tunable magnetic states associated with anomalous Hall
conductivity, and an exotic Weyl state at low tempera-
tures [4, 21]. The ground state of ferromagnetic (FM) or-
der with moments along the c axis exists below TA ≈ 130
K, as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The FM order is believed
[4, 21] to be important in the breaking of time reversal
symmetry (T ) that induces a Weyl state in T < TA in
Co3Sn2S2. It is therefore crucial to determine the ex-
change couplings of the FM ground state. There have
been theoretical attempts to determine these exchange
couplings. It was proposed [22] that out-of-plane NN Jz
is mainly responsible for the formation of the FM order
below TA. In sharp contrast, Liu et al. [23] employed a
multiple-scattering Green’s function method to calculate
the exchange couplings and obtained a dominant NN in-
plane J1 to explain the FM order. These discrepancies
show the difficulty in determining the precise exchange
couplings and point to the need for careful experimental
measurements to help constrain theoretical models and
further our understanding and development of this ma-
terial. Furthermore, recent investigations [24] revealed
the existence of an anomalous phase showing peculiar
properties like magnetic relaxation in the intermediate
temperature region TA < T < TC . A coexistence of the
ferromagnetic (FM) order and an AFM order was then
uncovered by the µSR technique [21], with an in-plane
120◦ order proposed (see Fig. 1 (b)). It would be very
important to explore if there exists a correlation between
different magnetic orders and band topology and whether
Co3Sn2S2 could host a new Weyl state in TA < T < TC .

In this letter, by a combined use of inelastic neutron
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FIG. 1: (color online) Magnetic structures of Co3Sn2S2: (a).
FM order in T < TA; (b). the proposed 120◦ AFM order in
TA < T < TC in Ref. [21]; (c). The temperature dependence
of the susceptibility with field parallel to ab plane and c axis
in a field of 250 Oe. Low energy magnetic excitations with
Ei=15 meV near FM zone center (−1,1,1) at (d) 10 K and
(e) 225 K. (f). Constant-E slice in the (H,H,0)-(-H,H,0) plane
around E of 16 meV.

scattering and linear spin wave theory, we find that the
FM ground state of Co3Sn2S2 is stabilized by the third-
neighbor “cross-hexagon” Jd, which makes Co3Sn2S2 the
first example of a kagome material exhibiting such an un-
usual magnetic interaction. This is compared with the
exchange couplings extracted from our two density func-
tional theory (DFT) based methods: one is a constrained
magnetism method to compare the total energy of mag-
netically ordered states and the other utilizes multiple-
scattering Green’s function methods considering small
spin reorientations from the magnetic ground state. Us-
ing DFT, we compare the electronic band structures as-
sociated with FM order and the two possible symmetry-
allowed 120◦ AFM orders. Distinct Weyl points are found
to exist for TA < T < TC associated with the two differ-
ent 120◦ AFM orders, indicating that a new Weyl state
may exist in this temperature region.

The details of sample preparation and characteriza-
tion, neutron scattering experiments, spin wave analy-
sis using SpinW package, and DFT calculations can be
found in the supplemental material (SM), which includes
Refs. [27–37]. Our neutron diffraction experiment at
10 K confirms the reported rhombohedral structure with
space group of R-3m (No. 166) [4, 24, 26, 38]. The tem-
perature dependence of susceptibility of the single crystal
in Fig. 1 (c) exhibits two anomalies at TC ≈ 175 K and
TA ≈ 130 K. The field dependence of magnetization in
Fig. S2 (b) shows an easy direction along the c axis with
a moment ≈ 0.37 µB , consistent with the FM order re-
ported previously [21, 24]. In Fig. 1 (d-e), we compare
the low-E magnetic excitations near the FM zone center
(−1,1,1) at 10 K and 225 K, respectively. A clear spin

gap Eg ≈ 2.3 meV is observed at 10 K, consistent with
the previous report[23]. The data at 225 K is consistent
with a gapless spectrum when the long-range magnetic
order disappears.

The magnetic excitations along in-plane [HH0],
[−HH0] and out-of-plane L directions at 5, 155 and 225
K near (−1,1,1) are displayed in Fig. 2 (a-i). Phonons
with energy ≈ 18 meV at zone boundaries are also ob-
served in these figures and Fig. S3 (a). At 10 K in
the FM state, a remarkable feature is that the disper-
sion along the [HH0] direction is much steeper yielding
a much larger dE/dQ slopes than the [−HH0] (or equiv-
alent [H 0 0]) direction, as can also be seen from the
very anisotropic excitations in constant-E slice in Fig. 1
(f). The dispersion along the L direction shows much
smaller slopes than the [HH0] directions too, with E <
30 meV at the zone-boundary (−1,1,1.5). Furthermore,
the SWs along [HH0] are very sharp and become broader
along [−HH0]. In addition, significant SW broadening
is observed along the L direction. Our results show that
Co3Sn2S2 exhibits significant anisotropy in both magnon
dispersions and linewidths. Additionally, a strong SW
damping is observed as Q approaches the zone bound-
aries along these three directions (see Fig. S3 in the SM).
In Ref.[23], only the low-E SW dispersions along [H00]
and [00L] near the (003) zone were reported below ≈ 18
and 15 meV, respectively. Our SW dispersion along the
same [00L] direction is similar to that report. At 155 K,
the FM SWs are still visible and become broader without
obvious change in the slopes of the dispersions. At 225
K within the paramagnetic state, the dispersions disap-
pear, and evolve into diffuse inelastic signal indicative of
the existence of paramagnetic excitations.

To quantitatively determine the magnetic interactions
of the FM ground state in Co3Sn2S2, we have fitted the
experimental dispersions and intensities of the SW at 10
K using the SpinW package [27] for the following spin
Hamiltonian:

H =
∑
i,j

JijSi · Sj +
∑
α,β,i

Sαi A
αβ
i Sβi (1)

where Si is a spin operator, Jij is an exchange coupling

between spins, and Aαβi is a 3 × 3 matrix representing
the single-ion anisotropy. The Jij bonds are illustrated
in Fig. 3(e). We have considered in-plane exchange cou-
plings NN J1, next NN (NNN) J2, third-neighbor J3,
inequivalent third-neighbor “across-hexagon” Jd in the
kagome lattice, as well as out-of-plane exchange couplings
Jc1, Jc2 and Jc3 for both FM and AFM signs in the fits.
Extensive effort has been made to consider all the possi-
ble models (see the details in the SM). Only the model
with dominant FM “across-hexagon” Jd leads to good
fits to experimental SW dispersions as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Although we do not consider the SW damping, the in-
tensities of the simulated SW spectra S(Q,E) shown in
Fig. 3(b) are consistent with the experimental results.
The optimized magnetic exchange couplings are summa-
rized in Table I, which includes the strongest FM Jd, FM
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TABLE I: Summary of the exchange couplings with unit of meV obtained using different approaches. A negative (positive)
sign indicates ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) coupling.

Approach SJ1 SJ2 SJ3 SJd SJc1 SJc2 SJc3 Ref.

Fits to SW spectra 5.78 -29.94 -11.56 -1.70 this work

Constrained magnetism -13.8 -36.3 -4.95 -4.95 -31.65 -13.65 15.3 this work

MFMST -7.4118 0.1176 -1.2941 -3.6471 -0.3529 -5.0588 -3.5294 this work

MFWF -13.94 -0.9412 -0.1176 -0.1176 -1.7647 -4.4118 -0.6471 [23]
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FIG. 2: (color online) Magnetic excitations near magnetic
zone center (-1 1 1) along [HH0], [−HH0] and [0 0 L] direction
at (a-c) 10 K, (d-f) 155 K and (g-i) 225 K. Phonons were also
observed at higher Q zones.

Jc1 and very weak AFM J2. Attempts to use other mod-
els fail to reproduce the very different slopes dE/dQ of
the in-plane SW dispersions. Note that the strengths of
the third-neighbor SJ3 and SJd are very different and
the J1 and J3 are negligible. The AFM NNN J2 ex-
change is weak but serves to provide frustration with a
long-range dominant FM coupling over the diagonal of
the kagome hexagons. The single-ion anisotropy term
SAi contributes to the emergence of the spin gap.

Experimental spin wave dispersions are used to critique
the exchange couplings extracted from the currently pop-
ular theoretical approaches. We carried out DFT calcu-
lations and confirmed the FM ordering with symmetry
R-3m’ is most stable as observed experimentally. The
ordered Co moment is found to be ≈ 0.35µB (S ≈ 0.17),
well consistent with the experimental results. We then
examine exchange couplings theoretically. First we em-
ploy the constrained magnetism method and find SJ2 is
the strongest one. Second, we use a magnetic force theo-
rem within multiple scattering theory (MFMST)[39, 40]

and the resultant exchange couplings belong to dominant
J1 model. The magnetic exchange couplings were also
reported in Ref. [23] by employing a combination of the
magnetic force theorem [39] and Wannier functions ap-
proach (MFWF)[41], which belongs to the dominant J1
model too. The magnetic exchange couplings obtained
from these three theoretical methods are summarized in
Table I.

The simulated SW dispersions using these exchange
couplings are displayed in Fig. 3(c-d) and Fig. S4, re-
spectively. The theoretical SW dispersions significantly
deviate from the experimental results, indicating these
three methods have shortcomings for extracting the reli-
able exchange couplings in Co3Sn2S2. The main reason
is that Co3Sn2S2 is a weakly-correlated itinerant system
with small moment in which the size of magnetic moment
depends on its deviation from ground state. However,
DFT calculations use rigid spin approximation, i.e., mo-
ment size independent from its orientation. Constrained
magnetism calculations overestimate the exchange cou-
pling because these calculations necessarily force ordered
moments for metastable magnetically ordered states, and
therefore overestimate the energy of such states. The
MFMST or MFWF methods calculate the energy change
due to small magnetic moment deviation from the ground
state direction under the assumption that the moment
size does not change and may underestimate the mag-
netic exchange couplings as in fcc Ni[42, 43].

The dominant third-neighbor SJd across the hexagons
is very unusual in kagome lattice systems. To shed light
on it, we examine the crystal structure and discuss the
possible exchange pathways. As illustrated in Fig. 3(f),
the kagome lattice is formed by the cobalt atoms in the ab
layer and centered by Sn(2) atoms. The cobalt atoms are
octahedrally coordinated by two axial sulfur atoms and
four tin atoms, i.e., two in-equivalent Sn(1) and Sn(2),
with shared faces among them within the ab plane. Inter-
estingly, the cobalt-centered octahedra are strongly com-
pressed, with much shorter Co-S distance 2.1729 Å than
Co-Sn(1) distance 2.6779 Å and Co-Sn(2) one 2.6796 Å
at 10 K. There are two possible exchange pathways ly-
ing above/below the kagome (ab) layers: Co-S-Co with
the bond angle of 76.14◦ and Co-Sn1-Co with a bond an-
gle of 60.04◦. The large difference in the bond lengths
and angles may result in two competing AFM and FM
magnetic interactions that cancel out, leading to a neg-
ligible J1 like in BaCu3V2O8(OD)2 [16]. Because of the
shortest distance between Co and S, they form hybridized
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FIG. 3: (color online) Simulation on (a) SW dispersions and
(b) intensity after the convolution to the instrument resolu-
tion ≈ 2 meV using the exchange couplings from the fits to ex-
perimental SWs. The dot symbols show the experimental SW
dispersions. Simulated SW dispersions using the exchange
coupling from (c) constrained magnetism (CM) method and
(d) MFMST to illustrate the inability of such calculations to
capture the high anisotropy in the experimental SW disper-
sions. For a better comparison, the same anisotropic term SA
of 1.36 was used in all the simulations to reproduce the ex-
perimental spin gap. (e). Illustration of Co-Co exchange cou-
plings and the spin configurations. (f). Illustration of com-
pressed octahedral environment of cobalt, geometrical repre-
sentation of possible exchange pathways Co-S-Co, Co-Sn1-Co
for J1 and Co-Sn(2)-Co for Jd.

bands, which are dominated by Co near the Fermi level,
i.e., antibonding bands (see SM for more details). While
the Co-Sn distance is longer than the Co-S distance, Sn
states are also found to contribute to the electronic bands
near the Fermi level, along the Γ-T line and near the L
point. The former is expected to contribute to the in-
plane strongest FM Jd coupling via Co-Sn(2)-Co across
the Co hexagon since kx = ky = 0, and the latter is ex-
pected to contributes to the out-of-plane exchange cou-
plings Jc1and Jc2 because of non-zero momentum.

We next examine the electronic band structure in the
ground state and metastable magnetic states using the
constrained magnetism method of DFT. Although this
method overestimated the magnetic exchange couplings,
it is expected to provide reliable electronic band struc-
tures because these are single-particle properties gov-
erned by the underlying symmetry and the current sys-
tem is weakly correlated. Our electronic band structure
for the FM ordering (see Fig. S7) is indeed well consistent
with the previous theoretical results [4] and experimental
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FIG. 4: Spin configuration (top panel), band structure (mid-
dle panel) and Weyl points in the first Brillouin zone (bottom
panel) for (a) the R-3m AFM ordering and (b) the R-3m’
AFM ordering. Right top figure shows the first Brillouin zone
with high symmetry points. Red circles indicate the reminis-
cent of nodal lings in the FM state without SOC. For the
R-3m AFM, only Weyl points near zone boundaries are plot-
ted. Blue (red) points in the bottom panel indicate chirality
+1(−1).

ARPES measurements [4]. The previous work proposed
R-3m 120◦ AFM ordering [21] in TA < T < TC . In
fact, there are two symmetry inequivalent AFM struc-
tures of R-3m and R-3m’ (same symmetry as FM order)
as schematically shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively.
We found R-3m has lower energy than R-3m’ by ∼ 1 meV
per formula unit. Since the difference in energy is rather
small, this suggest R-3m’ structure may be also consid-
ered in analyzing the electronic properties in this tem-
perature region.

The electronic band structures for the two AFM states
are shown in Fig. 4. In contrast to the band structure
of the FM ground state, there appear two electron pock-
ets centered at the T point, where the two bands nearly
touch. Despite their distinct band structures than that
of FM order, the two AFM states have a similar feature,
where two lowest conduction bands get closer along the
U-L line and the L-Γ line (see red circles in Fig. 4), remi-
niscent of the nodal ring appearing in the FM state with-
out the SOC. In fact, the R-3m’ AFM state has the com-
bined time-reversal T and mirror-reflection My symme-
try. This symmetry protects 6 Weyl points in the plane
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running on U-L-Γ points shown in the right bottom figure
in Fig. 4, as in the FM state (see detailed analysis in the
SM). We also found that the R-3m AFM state has Weyl
points. However, the locations of Weyl points are differ-
ent because the combined T -My symmetry is broken in
R-3m AFM. Most of these Weyl points appear near the
Γ-T line, where the band structure shows nearly degen-
erate bands ∼ 0.1 eV below the Fermi level. Another 12
Weyl points are located near zone boundaries (see the
left bottom figure in Fig. 4). In both AFM states, Weyl
points do not contribute to the anomalous Hall conduc-
tivity because of the twofold rotational symmetry C2 with
the rotation axes lying in the ab plane [21]. Thus, we con-
clude that there probably exists a different Weyl state in
TA < T < TC no matter which type of 120◦ AFM order
coexists with the FM order.

In summary, we report the anisotropic magnetic exci-
tations, unusual exchange couplings and correlations be-
tween various magnetic orders and the electronic band
topology in the Weyl semimetal Co3Sn2S2. In an in-
termediate temperature region TA < T < TC , a new
Weyl state supported by the 120◦ AFM order is pre-
dicted. ARPES would be very useful to detect the Weyl
points in this temperature region and to distinguish two
possible 120◦ AFM orders. Below TA, the simple FM or-
der is dominated by FM third-neighbor “across-hexagon”
coupling with a weak frustrated NNN bond. We further
demonstrate the rigid spin approximation based calcula-
tions have shortcomings for extracting reliable magnetic
exchange couplings in Co3Sn2S2 and it requires advances
in the theory of spin-spin interactions that do not rely
on the existence of rigid local moments, for instance di-
rect calculation of dynamic magnetic susceptibility from
weak-coupling approaches[42, 44, 45].
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